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Abstract In this paper we investigate the effect of the tool-
workpiecemode interaction on the stability of a flexible-tool,
flexible-workpiece turning process. The workpiece dynam-
ics are modeled by classical beam theory while for the tool
we consider a description in terms of eigenmodes with an
arbitrary orientation. The focus here is on elucidating the
coupling effects due to the flexibility of both structures.
Specifically, we show how the tool location along the work-
piece and the dynamics of both the workpiece and the tool
affect stability. Another contribution of this paper is the uti-
lization of a novel analytical force model for cutting with
round inserts. Using this force model, we further show
that when round inserts are present, commonly used fre-
quency domain methods can no longer be utilized to capture
the system stability. Consequently, we use the spectral ele-
ment approach, a highly-efficient time-domain approach, for
studying the system stability.

Keywords Machining · Stability · Time-domain · Turning

1 Introduction

Regenerative chatter is one of the important challenges in
metal removal processes [1]. Its detrimental effects on surface
quality, tool wear, and machine/workpiece integrity has led
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to a large body of literature that aims to predict and avoid or
quench its occurrence [2]. Themajority of thework on chatter
considers the case when the tool is flexible and the workpiece
is rigid. On the other hand, the case of a rigid tool but flexible
workpiece has received less attention which mostly focused
on simulation and finite element modeling [3–6]. The case of
machining a flexible workpiece is more challenging because
the dynamic properties of the workpiece vary along the tool
path. This is due to the change in the mass and stiffness of
the workpiece and the influence of the location of the tool
on the system dynamics. In addition, the deflections of the
flexible workpiece are coupled to the cutting forces [7], and
nonlinearities in stiffness and damping especially in milling
have a strong influence on the dynamics of flexible thin-wall
structures [8].

A force model based on the perfect plastic layer model
for milling a flexible workpiece with a rigid tool was devel-
oped in [9]. This model was used to account for surface
location errors due to static, chatter-free deflections. Some
semi-analytical methods for the stability of flexible work-
piece systems can be found in the literature. The majority
of these studies use a frequency domain approach, usually
the zero order approximation (ZOA) [10], to study the sys-
tem stability. For example, a rough procedure for milling
process planning of a flexible part was described in [11].
The non-uniform stiffness of the part at different locations
of the workpiece was obtained using finite element approach
while the stability calculations were obtained using ZOA.
The surface location errors and milling stability of thin wall
structures was studied in [12,13], respectively. The effect
of the tool-to-workpiece offset in milling thin-wall struc-
tures was studied in [14] where discrepancies were reported
between experimental data and the stability results from the
ZOA. To capture the variation in the system dynamics of a
flexible workpiece-rigid tool system, a third axis represent-
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ing the location of the tool along the workpiece was added to
the stability diagram in [15]. The stability analysis was per-
formed using the ZOA and the workpiece was modeled as a
single degree of freedom system. The authors asserted that
their model was not suitable for machining flexible work-
piece with a flexible tool.

The coupling effects in a flexible tool-flexible workpiece
systemwere shown to be important in [12,16–19]. To account
for the variation in the system dynamics in milling a flexi-
ble workpiece with a compliant tool, a third axis was added
to the traditional stability lobes in [16]. The additional axis
represented a different stage of milling corresponding to a
different axial depth of cut. Only immersion angles of up
to 90◦ were considered and the ZOA was used for stability
analysis. The authors reported that simultaneously consider-
ing the stability of the tool and theworkpiece ismore accurate
than superimposing the individual stability results for the tool
and the workpiece. However, since the time domain informa-
tion is lost in this approach, it is necessary to use an ad-hoc
procedure to sift out the mode shapes that do not influence
the cutting zone dynamics.

The frequency domain solution approach, e.g., via ZOA, is
useful in many practical situations. However, a time domain
approach is more accurate when the process is of highly
intermittent nature [20–22]. Further, a time-domain approach
is more advantageous when modeling complex cutter-part
interactions orwhen themodel includes time- or state- depen-
dent delays [23]. Some of the time domain basedmethods for
studying machining processes include semi-discretization
[24,25], Chebyshev collocation [26–28], and finite element
method [29–31]. The stability analysis of machining flexible
structures was also studied using some of these methods.

For example, the stability of milling thin workpieces dur-
ing finishing cuts with a rigid cutter was studied in [32] using
the semi-discretization approach [33–35]. The authors used
a finite element model to take into account the effect of mate-
rial removal and the variation of the dynamic characteristics
of the workpiece with the tool position. The variation of the
geometry of the workpiece during cutting was ignored due
to the small depth of finishing cuts. A model for milling thin-
walled structures with long, compliant end mills was studied
in [36]. The model took into account the flexibility of the
workpiece but only along the axial depth of cut. The numer-
ical stability analysis was performed using both ZOA and
the semi-discretization approach. Semi-discretization was
further used to simulate the model in time; however, the
experimental validation was conducted assuming the work-
piece was rigid and the tool was flexible.

Modeling of cutting processes of flexible structures thus
remains a challenging problem. Further, models based on
time-domain methods are few in comparison to the number
of studies where the tool is assumed flexible whereas the
workpiece is assumed rigid. This observation is true specif-

ically for common machining processes such as milling and
turning.

In this paper we investigate the effect of the tool-
workpiece mode interaction on the stability of a turning
operation where both the tool and the workpiece are flexi-
ble. It is assumed that workpiece dynamics can be modeled
by Euler beam theory and tool dynamics can be described
by modal parameters of the structure. We investigate the
case of a round insert and utilize a novel analytical force
model to capture its effect on the cutting process. We further
show that when round inserts are present, the identification of
the system stability with commonly used frequency domain
methods is no longer applicable. Therefore, in this paper we
use the spectral element approach to obtain the system stabil-
ity [37]. We also show the equilibrium solution as a function
of the tool location along the workpiece. The focus here
is on elucidating the coupling effects due to the flexibility
of both structures. Specifically, we show how the changing
workpiece dynamics, due to a changing tool location, and
the interaction between the workpiece and the tool dynamics
affect stability.

We start by presenting the mechanical model in Sect. 2.
The results of the stability analysis and the equilibrium solu-
tion calculation in terms of some of the important system
parameters are introduced in Sect. 3, and the conclusions are
included in Sect. 4.

2 Mechanical model

A turning process of a flexible-tool flexible-workpiece
(FTFW) is shown in Fig. 1. The workpiece is assumed to
be flexible in the x and y directions, while the tool is com-
pliant in the x , y, and z directions. The structural dynamics
for the tool and the workpiece are derived in Sects. 2.1 and
2.2, respectively. An analytical cutting force model for round
inserts is introduced in Sect. 2.3, and the overall equation of
motion is presented in Sect. 2.4.

2.1 Structural dynamics of the cutting tool

Let the 3×1 column vector v(t) = [vx (t), vy(t), vz(t)]T rep-
resent the tool tip position in the fixed Cartesian coordinate
system shown in Fig. 1a. The tool tip position in Cartesian
coordinates can be decomposed into modal displacements
qc(t) of the tool eigenmodes

v(t) = Vcqc(t), (1)

where the columns of the 3 × nc matrix Vc contain the nc
structural mode shapes of the tool. The mode shapes of the
tool are scaled in such a way that the modal masses are unity
and the equation of motion for the tool dynamics can be
written as
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 a A schematic of the turning process of a flexible workpiece
with a compliant tool. b The dynamic cutting force is assumed to be
proportional to the sickle-shaped cross section of the chip created by
a vertical and horizontal displacement Δy and h0 + Δz of the round
insert

q̈c(t) + Ccq̇c(t) + Kcqc(t) = VT
c F(t), (2)

where the nc × nc matrices

Cc = diag
({
2ζiωi

}nc
i=1

)
, Kc = diag

({
ω2
i

}nc
i=1

)
, (3)

are related to the damping and stiffness terms of the tool.
The 3 × 1 column vector F(t) specifies the cutting force in
Cartesian coordinates and the product VT

c F(t) represents the
cutting force in modal coordinates. Note that the tool eigen-
modes typically have arbitrarymode shapes in the xyz-space;
therefore, depending on the mode shape, for example, forces
in the x direction can cause vibrations in the z direction.

2.2 Structural dynamics of the workpiece

We assume that vibrations in the cutting force direction x do
not affect the cutting force, i.e., they are only forced vibra-
tions. Moreover, we assume that the workpiece is rigid in
the axial direction z. Thus, we only consider the workpiece
vibrations in y direction. Although the workpiece is a spin-
ning rotor, other factors such as the gyroscopic effect are
ignored since at the small velocities we are considering the
gyroscopic effect is negligible for a cylindrical workpiece.
Assuming that the workpiece is a long slender bar which
can be modeled using the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory, the
workpiece displacement w(z, t) in the y direction, along the
workpiece axis z, can be described according to

ρA
∂2w(z, t)

∂t2
+ (E I )y

∂4w(z, t)

∂z4
= −Fy(z, t)δ(z − �), (4)

where ρ is the workpiece density, A is its cross sectional
area, E is the modulus of elasticity, I is the cross-sectional
area moment of inertia about an axis normal to x and y, δ is
the Dirac delta function, and � specifies the cutting location
along the workpiece axis [38]. Other models can be used
to characterize the dynamics of the workpiece such as the
Timoshenko-Beam theory [39]. However, regardless of the
used beam model, the subsequent analysis still holds.

Introducing a damping term to account for energy dissi-
pation in the system, Eq. (4) can be written as

ρA
∂2w

∂t2
(z, t) + cy

∂w

∂t
(z, t) + (E I )y

∂4w

∂z4
(z, t)

= −Fy(z, t)δ(z − �). (5)

A modal expansion can be defined for w over the first nw

modes and it can be written according to

w(z, t) =
nw∑

i=1

ψi (z)qi (t) = ψ(z)qw(t), (6)

where ψ(z) = [ψ1(z), . . . , ψnw(z)] are the modal vectors
while qw(t) = [q1(t), . . . , qnw(t)]T are the generalized
coordinates. Substituting the modal expansion Eq. (6) into
Eq. (5) and integrating over the length L of the beam after
pre-multiplying with ψT (z) gives

q̈w(t) + Cwq̇w(t) + Kwqw(t) = VT
w(�)F(t), (7)

where the 3×nw matrixVw(�) = [0;−ψ(�); 0] contains the
mode shapes of the workpiece at the cutting location �. Note,
that the mode shapes of the workpiece have no contributions
in x- and z-direction since we neglect these displacement. In
Eq. (7), without loss of generality, we have normalized the
mode shapes such that
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(ρA)y

L∫

0

ψT (z)ψ(z)dz = Inw×nw , (8)

and the sampling property of the Dirac delta function was
used,

∫ L

0
ψT (z)Fy(z, t)δ(z − �)dz = ψT (�)Fy(�, t)

= VT
w(�)F(t). (9)

Due to the orthogonality of the workpiece eigenmodes, the
nw × nw modal damping and modal stiffness matrices Cw

and Kw are diagonal matrices given by

Cw = diag
({
2ζyiωyi

}nw

i=1

)
, Kw = diag

({
ω2
yi

}nw

i=1

)
, (10)

while the natural frequencies and the damping ratios for the
i th mode can be given by

ω2
yi = (E I )y

L∫

0

ψT
i (z)ψ

′′′′
i (z)dz,

ζyi = cy
2ωyi (ρA)y

. (11)

In the next section we introduce a force model that will
be used to define the right hand side of Eqs. (2) and (7).

2.3 Cutting force model for round inserts

The cutting force F(t) couples the motion of the tool and the
workpiece and is assumed to be proportional to the instan-
taneous chip thickness h [40]. For round inserts the chip
thickness varies along the cutting edge as can be seen in
Fig. 1b. Thus, the macroscopic cutting force F(t) is com-
posed of the infinitesimal local forces dF(t, ϑ) along the
engaged cutting edge

dF(t, ϑ) = Kt

⎛

⎝
1

kn cosϑ

kn sin ϑ

⎞

⎠ h(t, ϑ)ds, (12)

where Kt is the tangential cutting force coefficient, kn is the
ratio between the normal and the tangential cutting force,
and ϑ specifies the angular position of the infinitesimal seg-
ment at the cutting edge (see Fig. 1b). It is assumed, that the
direction of the local force dF(t, ϑ) is parallel to the radial
direction of the insert. The chip thickness h(t, ϑ) ismeasured
in the same direction and is given by

h(t, ϑ) = Δy(t) cosϑ + Δz(t) sin ϑ

= [0 cosϑ sin ϑ]Δr(t). (13)

In Eq. (13), the vector Δr(t) = [Δx(t),Δy(t),Δz(t)]T rep-
resents the relative displacements between the tool and the
workpiece. Only the relative displacements in the y and the z
direction between two subsequent cuts affect the chip thick-
ness. The relative displacements in Eq. (13) are given by

Δx(t) = vx (t − τ) − vx (t), (14)

Δy(t) = vy(t − τ) − vy(t) + w(�, t − τ) − w(�, t), (15)

Δz(t) = vz(t − τ) − vz(t) + v f τ, (16)

where τ is the period for one spindle revolution and v f is the
feed velocity. In Eq. (14) the term v f τ specifies the static part
of the displacement, i.e. the feed per one spindle revolution.
Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (12) and using ds = Rdϑ ,
where R is the tool radius, leads to the matrix vector form
for the local cutting force

dF(t, ϑ) =

Kt R

⎡

⎣
0 cosϑ sin ϑ

0 kn cos2 ϑ kn sin ϑ cosϑ

0 kn sin ϑ cosϑ kn sin2 ϑ

⎤

⎦ Δr(t)dϑ. (17)

The cutting force coefficient Kt and the ratio kn are usually
determined experimentally. The macroscopic cutting force
F(t) is the integral of the local forces dF(t, ϑ) along the
cutting edge from ϑ = 0 up to the engagement angle ϑ = α

F(t) =
α∫

0

dF(t, ϑ) = KtbΞ(α)Δr(t), (18)

where in Eq. (18) we have used the condition

cosα = 1 − b

R
(19)

which relates the engagement angle α to the depth of cut b.
The first column of thematrixΞ(α) is zero because displace-
ments in x-direction do not affect the cutting force

Ξ(α) =
⎡

⎣
0 axy axz
0 ayy ayz
0 azy azz

⎤

⎦ , (20)

while the remaining entries, i.e. the remaining directional
factors ai j , are given by

axy = sin α

(1 − cosα)
, axz = 1, ayy = kn

2α + sin 2α

4(1 − cosα)
,

ayz = azy = kn
1−cos 2α

4(1−cosα)
, azz =kn

2α−sin 2α

4(1 − cosα)
. (21)
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Note that the directional factors depend nonlinearly on the
depth of cut b because, according to Eq. (19), the engagement
angle α changes nonlinearly with the depth of cut b.

2.4 Equation of motion

The dynamics of the machining system shown in Fig. 1 can
be described by the modal displacements q and mode shapes
V as

q(t) =
[

qc(t)
qw(t)

]
, V(�) = [

Vc, Vw(�)
]
. (22)

Thus, we can write for the relative displacements between
the tool and the workpiece

Δr(t) = V(�)Δq(t) +
⎡

⎣
0
0

v f τ

⎤

⎦ , (23)

where Δq = q(t − τ) − q(t). Consequently, substituting
the force model (18) into Eqs. (2) and (7) for the tool and
the workpiece dynamics, and assuming that the tool does not
lose contact with the workpiece, gives

q̈(t) + Cq̇(t) + Kq(t) = q0(�, α) + D(�, α)Δq(t), (24)

where the coefficient matrices read

C =
[

Cc 0nc×nw

0nw×nc Cw

]
, K =

[
Kc 0nc×nw

0nw×nc Kw

]
,

D(�, α) = KtbVT (�)Ξ(α)V(�), (25)

and the static cutting force in modal coordinates can be
described by

q0(�, α) = KtbVT (�)Ξ(α)

⎡

⎣
0
0

v f τ

⎤

⎦ . (26)

Defining the 2(nw + nc) vector s = [q; q̇], Eq. (24) can
be written according to

ṡ(t) = As(t) + Bs(t − τ) + s0, (27)

where

A =
[

0(nw+nc) I(nw+nc)

−K − D −C

]
, B =

[
0(nw+nc) 0(nw+nc)

D 0(nw+nc)

]
,

s0 =
[

0(nw+nc)

q0

]
. (28)

The size of square matrices A and B is 2(nw + nc) while the
size of the column vector s0 is 2(nw +nc); therefore, it can be

seen that the size of the state matrices becomes large as the
number of tool modes and/or workpiece modes is increased.

For the specific form of the cutting force in Eq. (20), we
notice that the dynamics in the x-direction only represent
forced vibrations and they do not have an effect on the cutting
force. Therefore, we can neglect the vibrations along x in
the stability analysis. Note that these vibrations cannot be
ignored in the following cases:

1. The entries in the first column in the matrix of the direc-
tional factors Eq. (20) are non-zero, i.e. x-vibrations
affect the cutting force.

2. The cutting force is velocity dependent (ẋ affects the
cutting force).

Since the cross frequency response functions (FRFs) of the
workpiece dynamics are zero, i.e. the displacements in the
y-direction only depend on the excitation in the same direc-
tion, only the excitation in the y-direction is considered for
the workpiece dynamics [see the definition of the matrix
Vw(�) in Sect. 2.2]. In contrast, on the machine-tool side,
the cross FRFs are not zero. For example, an excitation in the
x-direction can lead to a response not only in the x-direction
but also in the y-direction. Therefore, the tool excitation in
the three Cartesian coordinates must be taken into account
and a 3-dimensional model must be used to characterize the
tool response.

3 Results and discussion

The stability of Eq. (27) is studied using the spectral ele-
ment approach [37] for two different sets of parameters in
Sects. 3.1 and 3.2. The results of Sect. 3.1 highlight the inter-
action between the modes of the tool and the workpiece for
a theoretical model, while Sect. 3.2 investigates the stability
of a model with more realistic parameters. Section 3.3 com-
ments on the limitations that the force model introduces into
some frequency domain methods for the stability analysis.

Since the term s0 does not affect the stability of the sys-
tem, we will drop it from the stability analysis of Eq. (27).
More precisely, the vector s0 in Eq. (27) contains the static
component of the cutting force that is responsible for the
static deflection of the tool as well as the surface location
error between the commanded position and the actual posi-
tion of the tool relative to the workpiece during a stable cut.
The static deflection between the tool and the workpiece seq
is calculated in Sect. 3.2 for the model with realistic parame-
ters. Specifically, the static deflection corresponds to ṡeq = 0
and seq(t) = seq(t − τ). Making this substitution in Eq. (27)
gives

seq(�, α) = −(A + B)−1s0(�, α). (29)
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Table 1 The parameters used in the turning model

Process parameters Kt = 1000 × 106N/m2 kn = 0.3 v f τ = 0.12 mm
Workpiece parameters ρ = 2700 kg/m3 ζy = 0.03, ωy = 792 Hz L=0.25 m, D=0.07 m
Boundary conditions fixed-free

Cutting tool parameters

ζ = 0.03 ω = ωr × ωy Hz ωr ∈ {0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1, 1.3, 1.5} R = 8 mm

V =
⎡

⎢
⎣

3√
10
0
1√
10

⎤

⎥
⎦ Kr = 10 × 106 N/m Mr = Kr/ω

2

Fig. 2 Stability lobe diagrams for parameters from Table 1 with � = L
and variable values of the ratio ωr = ω/ωy between tool and work-
piece eigenfrequency. The shaded area shows the stability region for
the FTFW system. The superimposed solid black and dashed line show

the isolated workpiece stability and the isolated tool stability, respec-
tively. The figure shows that, in general, in the FTFW system due to the
mode interaction the mode with the lower eigenfrequency is stabilized
by the mode with the higher eigenfrequency

The corresponding equilibrium solution in Cartesian coordi-
nates is a 3 × 1 column vector req obtained according to

req(�, α) = [
V(l), 03×(nw+nc)

]
seq(�, α), (30)

which specifies the static deflection between the tool and the
workpiece for cutting at location �with engagement angle α.

3.1 Effect of mode interaction on stability

We investigate the effect of the tool-workpiece mode interac-
tion by first studying a theoretical model with one dominant
workpiece eigenmode and one dominant eigenmode of the

tool with the parameters shown in Table 1. The eigenfre-
quency ωy of the workpiece mode is fixed and determined
from the workpiece parameters. In contrast, the eigenfre-
quency of the tool ω is varied, where ωr specifies the ratio
of the tool and the workpiece eigenfrequency. Figure 2
shows the resulting stability diagrams for the FTFW sys-
tem (shaded) when cutting at the free end of the workpiece
� = L for different frequency ratios ωr . For illustrating the
effect of the mode interaction, the figure also shows the sta-
bility boundaries associated with cutting using a rigid tool
but flexible workpiece (solid line) which we will refer to as
the isolated workpiece stability, and flexible tool but rigid
workpiece (dashed line) which we will refer to as the iso-
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lated tool stability. The isolated workpiece stability (solid
line) remains constant because the parameters of the work-
piece dynamics do not change in Fig. 2. In contrast, the width
and the horizontal position of the isolated tool stability lobes
change with varying ωr but the lowest stability limit remains
constant because the stiffness and the damping of the tool
eigenmode is constant in Fig. 2.

In particular, forωr < 1, i.e. the eigenfrequency of the tool
is smaller than the eigenfrequency of the workpiece, the tool
dynamics is stabilized significantly, whereas the workpiece
dynamics is destabilized slightly. This can be seen by com-
paring the stability lobes of the FTFW system (shaded) with
the isolated tool (dashed lobes) and the isolated workpiece
stability (solid lobes). The effect becomes larger forωr → 1.
For ωr = 0.90 no stability lobes corresponding to an unsta-
ble tool eigenmode can be found. In contrast, for ωr > 1 the
tool eigenmode is destabilized,whereas theworkpiece eigen-
mode is stabilized. Again, the effect is larger the closer the
frequency ratioωr approaches one. Forωr = 1.10 the stabil-
ity lobes from the flexible workpiece completely vanish. The
mode interaction can be explained by considering the fre-
quency domain approach for the system with two dominant
eigenmodes. It is known that for turning the negative real part
of the oriented transfer function specifies the limiting depth of
cut [41,42]. For the example in this section the oriented trans-
fer function of the FTFW system is simply a superposition
of the FRFs of the isolated tool and the isolated workpiece
mode. Since the real part of the FRFs of a single mode
is positive for frequencies smaller than its eigenfrequency,
in the superposed oriented transfer function for turning the
eigenmodes with a smaller eigenfrequency are stabilized by
the positive real part from eigenmodes with larger eigenfre-
quenies. However, if the mode with lower eigenfrequency is
stabilized, this means that the mode with the higher eigen-
frequency gets destabilized because at that chatter frequency
both real parts are negative. In fact, this can be seen in Fig. 2,
where the mode with the lower eigenfrequency is stabilized
by the mode with the larger eigenfrequency. Due to the shape
of the real part of a single mode FRFs the effect of the
mode interaction is larger if the eigenfrequencies are closer
to each other. In general. the results show that the stability
of the FTFW system cannot be correctly captured by a sim-
ple superposition of the isolated tool and workpiece modes’
stability, which is in agreement with the results shown in
[16,41].

Whereas the above-mentioned example describes the gen-
eral mode interaction in turning, in FTFW systems the
interaction with the workpiece eigenmode depends on the
cutting location �. Figure 3 shows the stability diagrams for
the FTFW system using two values of ωr and three cutting
locations along the axial direction of the workpiece denoted
by �. Again, the dashed curve in Fig. 3 shows the isolated
tool stability. For � = 0.25L , the cutting location is very

close to the chuck and the stability lobes of the FTFW sys-
tem coincide with the isolated tool stability. This means that
the flexibility of the workpiece does not change the stability.
For � = 0.75L no instability due to the workpiece flexibility
exists, but the interaction between the dominant tool and the
dominant workpiece modes can be seen in the location of the
stability lobes of the tool for the FTFW system in compari-
son to the isolated tool stability. Again, the tool eigenmode is
stabilized (destabilized) for ωr = 0.6 < 1 (ωr = 1.4 > 1).
For � = L the stabilizing and destabilizing effect due to
the flexible workpiece is much larger. However, in this case
the unstable workpiece vibrations lead to the emergence of
additional lobes in the stability diagram.

3.2 Realistic model—stability and static deflection

In Fig. 4 the stability lobes for amore realistic examplewhere
the workpiece is fixed at one end and free at the other are pre-
sented. The workpiece parameters for the realistic example
in this section are similar to the parameters used in Sect. 3.1
except for the inclusion of the workpiece’s second bending
mode in the analysis. The approach we describe here is capa-
ble of incorporating a high number of eigenmodes in the
analysis. Nevertheless, our results show that the influence
of the second bending mode on the stability lobes is neg-
ligible; therefore, we only include the first two workpiece
eigenmodes in the analysis. The cutting location is specified
by � = L corresponding to the free end of the workpiece, and
three dominant eigenmodes for the tool dynamics are taken
into account. The parameters used in the analysis are given
in Table 2.

Consistent with the results on the mode interaction in
Sect. 3.1, instabilities corresponding to eigenmodes with
lower eigenfrequencies are stabilized by eigenmodes with
higher eigenfrequencies. In particular, the largest stabiliza-
tion can be seen between 6000 and 7000 rpm, where the
stability limit of the FTFW system is much higher than
the broad lobe from the isolated tool stability. In general,
a broader stability lobe corresponds to an eigenmode with
a lower eigenfrequency. This means, that the isolated tool
lobe between 6000 and 7000 rpm corresponds to the low
frequency tool eigenmodes, and therefore, is significantly
stabilized by the bending modes of the workpiece. The
remaining stability lobes of the isolated tool stability corre-
spond to the 1200Hzmode. This high-frequency toolmode is
slightly destabilized by the workpiece dynamics because its
eigenfrequency is higher than the eigenfrequency of the dom-
inant bending mode of the workpiece. On the other hand, the
stability lobes associated with the dominant bending mode
of the workpiece is stabilized by the 1200Hz mode of the
tool.

By examining the equilibrium solution in Eq. (29), it can
be seen that the static displacements depend linearly on the
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Fig. 3 Stability lobe diagrams for parameters from Table 1 with ωr =
0.6 (left column) and ωr = 1.4 (right column), and varying values of
the cutting location �. The shaded region shows the chatter-free area
of the FTFW systemwhile the dashed black line corresponds to the iso-
lated tool stability. Whereas for the cutting location close to the chuck

at � = 0.25L the effect of the workpiece flexibility on the stability is
negligible, the effect of the mode interaction increases for increasing
values of �, i.e., as the cutting location gets closer to the free end of the
workpiece

Fig. 4 Stability lobe diagrams for the realistic turning process where
the parameters in Table 2 are used. The shaded area shows the stability
region for the FTFW system. The superimposed solid and dashed black
line show the stability of the isolated workpiece and isolated tool stabil-
ity, respectively. It can be seen that broader lobes associated to modes
with a lower eigenfrequency are stabilized by modes with higher eigen-
frequencies

feed rate v f τ . It can also be seen that if the feed rate is con-
stant, the static displacement does not depend on the spindle
speed. The equilibrium solution yeq for the FTFW system
described by Eq. (30) and Table 2, which is relevant to the
surface location error on the workpiece, is shown in Fig. 5.
Specifically, Fig. 5a shows the equilibrium solution for the
workpiece in the y-direction as a function of the cutting loca-
tion � for two values of the depth of cut b. For comparison,
the scaled mode shapes are superimposed on the same plot in
black dashed lines. It can be seen that the workpiece’s static
displacement in the y-direction increases with increasing the
distance of the tool location from the chuck—similar to the
behavior of the mode shape. Figure 5b shows a plot of yeq
for two constant cutting locations as a function of the depth
of cut b, which clearly shows a nonlinear dependence of the
equilibrium solution yeq on the depth cut b. This is due to
the fact that for round inserts the static cutting force increase
nonlinearly with the depth of cut because of the nonlinear
behavior of the directional factors described by Eqs. (19)
and (21).
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Table 2 The parameters used in the realistic turning example 1

Workpiece parameters ρ = 2700 kg/m3 ζy = (0.03, 0.0334)
ωy = diag(792, 4964) Hz

L = 0.25 m, D = 0.07 m

Boundary conditions fixed-free

Cutting tool parameters

ζ = diag(0.03, 0.025, 0.01) ω = diag(75, 200, 1200) Hz R = 8 mm

V =
⎡

⎢
⎣

2
14 0 1√

2
3
14

1√
2

0
1
14

1√
2

1√
2

⎤

⎥
⎦ Kr = diag(3.5, 10, 2.25) × 107 N/m Mr = K/ω

The process parameters that were used are identical to the ones shown in table

(a) (b)

Fig. 5 The equilibrium solution yeq calculated using Eq. (30) and the
parameters in Table 2. a Shows the equilibrium solution as a function
of the normalized cutting location �/L for two values of b. The dashed
lines superimpose the scaled and shifted dominant mode shape of the
workpiece ψ1(�). In order to compare the mode shapes with the corre-
sponding equilibrium solutions, the mode shapes were scaled first such

that their maximum value is equal to the maximum value of the cor-
responding equilibrium solution. The mode shapes were then shifted
vertically so that their start point coincides with that of the equilibrium
solution. b Shows the equilibrium solution as a function of the depth of
cut b for two values of �/L

3.3 Round insert force model and frequency domain
methods

The stability analysis results in this studywere obtained using
the spectral element method (SEA), a time domain approach.
Interestingly, the same stability analysis cannot be performed
using Tlusty’s law, a frequency domain approach [42].
Tlusty’s law and many other frequency domain approaches
use the shortcut that the cutting force direction does not

change for increasing depth of cut and the modulus of the
cutting force is proportional to the depth of cut b. This is
no longer true for the new force model for round inserts
due to the nonlinear dependence of the directional fac-
tors in the cutting force term on the cutting depth, see
Eqs. (19)–(21). In this case, similar to the SEA approach,
it is necessary to determine the process stability for each
pair of values of spindle speed and depth of cut sepa-
rately.
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4 Conclusions

This paper investigates the coupling effects between the
tool and the workpiece in turning with a round insert when
both the tool and the workpiece are flexible. Our results
confirm that the stability of the FTFW system cannot be
ascertained by superimposing the individual stability of
the tool and that of the workpiece. To elaborate, the sta-
bility results in Figs. 2 and 4 show that, in general, the
mode with the lower eigenfrequency is stabilized by the
mode with the higher eigenfrequency. Specifically, when the
eigenfrequency of the tool is smaller than that of the work-
piece, the tool dynamics is stabilized significantly, whereas
the workpiece dynamics is destabilized slightly. In con-
trast, when the eigenfrequency of the tool is larger than
that of the workpiece, the tool eigenmode is destabilized,
whereas the workpiece eigenmode is stabilized. In both
cases, the corresponding effect becomes larger as the ratio
ωr of the eigenfrequency of the tool to that of the workpiece
approaches one.

The specific contribution of the workpiece mode is depen-
dent on the tool location during the cut. Specifically, Fig. 3
shows that as the tool gets farther from the fixed end of the
workpiece, the interaction between the modes of the tool and
the workpiece becomes stronger as evidenced by the stabi-
lization (for ωr < 1) and the destabilization (for ωr > 1) of
the isolated tool stability.

An investigation of the equilibrium solution yeq in Fig. 5a
shows that, similar to the workpiece eigenmode, the work-
piece’s static displacement increases with increasing values
of �. Further, Fig. 5 shows that the equilibrium solution varies
nonlinearly with the depth of cut b. This nonlinear behavior
is due to the nonlinearity in b in the expressions of the direc-
tional factors in Eq. (21).

Both the stability results and the equilibrium solution
for the FTFW system were obtained using the spectral ele-
ment approach—a time domain approach. The use of a time
domain approach in this case was necessitated by the uti-
lization of the force model for round inserts introduced in
Sect. 2.3. This force model introduces a nonlinear depen-
dence of the directional factors in the cutting force term on
the cutting depth b. Consequently, this precludes using fre-
quency domain methods which utilize the shortcut that the
cutting force direction does not change for increasing depth
of cut and the modulus of the cutting force is proportional to
the depth of cut b.

In practice, not only the dynamics of the workpiece but
also the tool dynamics (eigenmodes of the tool) vary with the
cutting location. However in turning of flexible workpieces
we assume that the variation of the workpiece dynamics is
much larger than the variation of the tool eigenmodes. Hence,
we consider invariant eigenmodes of the tool, which can be
determined at an intermediate position of the tool path. For a

more accurate analysis a position-dependent dynamic model
of the machine tool can be found in [43,44].

Finally, for aggressive cutting, note that the removedmate-
rial can affect the dynamic behavior of the workpiece. This
means that the cutting process is stable for some tool loca-
tions and unstable for other tool locations. This effect was
not considered in this manuscript, however, this is a topic
that the authors plan to pursue in future work.
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